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General relationship and variational theorems in the theory of small elastic 
deformatiom of an elastic solid, superposed on a finite deformation, are pres - 
ented. A relationship is established between the two modes of the equtlibrium 
equations in the metric of the undeformed state, and in the metric of an initially 
deformed state of the solid. A formula is obtained from the potential energy 
accumulated in an elastic prestressed solid for a small deformation. Variational 
principles, analogous to the variational principles of the theory of finite deform- 
ations Cl] and differing from the variational theorems of classical theory of 
elasticity by the nonsymmetry of the dual tensors, are formulated. 

A generalization of the Clapeyron and Betti theorem to the case of small de- 
formations of a prestresaed elastic solid is obtained. The formulated variational 
prinapb r&r, in particular, to the problem of bifurcation of equilibrium of 

a nonlinearly elastic solid. 

Let u be a volume occupied by an elastic solid in an undeformed state, and p the 
volume it occupies after deformation caused by mass forces K” and surface forces F” 
(F” is the vector of forces per unit ruea of the undeformed solid). 

An equilibrium state given by the radius vector of a point of the deformed solid 

R=RO+qw 
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adjacent to the equilibrium state of the V”- volume is considered, where rl is a 
small parameter. 

Two m&es of the equations describing the small deformation of an elastic solid in 
the presence of initial stresses are given in @ - 51. In the first case the equations are 
written in the metric of the state of the u-volume 

v.D’+p,k=O B u, n.D’=f on 0 

D'r: {+ [WR"+W}_ (1) 

Here v is the nabla operator in the metric of the U- volume, w is the vector of the 
additional displacement, D the Piola stress tensor [4], PO the density of the material 
in the undeformed state, 0 the surface bounding the volume U, n the normal to the 
surface o, k the addltional mass force (K = K” + vk), f the additional surface 
force computed per unit area of the surface o (F = F” + ?$). III the second case the 
equations are written in the metric of the p-volume 

V’.@+pk=O B v", N.6=f on 0 
@=T’+v’.wT”-v’w*.T” (2) 

Here 0 is the surface bounding the volume v”, 0” is the nabla operator in the met- 
ric of the V-volume, N the normal to the surface 0, p is the density of the material 
in the state of the V-volume, f’ the additional surface force per unit surface 0 (F’ = 
= F’” + qf’) and T is the Cauchy stress tensor. 

Let us establish the connection between the tensors D’ and 8 on the basis of the 
relationship 143 

D = v/c/g (OR=)-l - T (3) 

Here 1/G/g is the ratio between the volume elements of the deformed and undeformed 
solid. Let us differentiate (3) with respect to the parameter tl 

D’ = (l/rg)’ (VRT)-l. I’ + J@i-g (VR=)+T - 
- f/c/g (VR=)-‘.Vw= (VRT)-‘X 

Taking into account the connection between the nabla operators 

V = (VR).V’ 14) 
and the relationship [S] 

(vGTg)‘= T/G/gV’.w 
we obtain 

D’ = JfG”lg (VR”*)-’ - (T’ + V' . wT” - V’wT. T“) = v/co/g (cR"=)-' .8 

Therefore the tensors D’ and 8 are connected by the same relationship as the tensors 
D” and T”. In an ideally elastic solid the piola stress censor is connected to the tensor- 

gradient of the radius-vector of a point of the deformed solid as followss 

D=dW/dC, C=vR (6) 
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Here w is the specific potential energy per unit volume prior to deformation. Let I, 
be the vector basis of the L’-volume 

D = P r 3 1, r C = C,, rsrt 
According to (6) we have 

pt = av r 

dc,,ac,, Jmn’ c,* = Cmwn 

Here Vm is the symbol of the covariant derivative in the metric of the v-volume. A 
tensor of fourth rank with the components 

KJ’ mn = a2W / X,, LC,, 

will evidently possess the following symmetry property: 

Kst mn = Kmn st (7) 

Let w1 and w2 be two different vectors. Let us use the notation 

D’ ( Wi) = KS' mn Vmwinrsrt (i = 1,2) 

and let us prove the following reciprocity relationship 

D’ (WI) * *VW, T = II’( .VW,T 

In fact, utilizing (7). we have 

D’ (wJ. .VwzT = hrst mn v,,,w,, VJwZt = 

= Km” st v’swatOmwln = Kti mn Vmw2,, vywlf = D’ (~2) * -vwlT _ 

(8) 

From (4). (5) and (8) it is easy to obtain the reciprocity relationship for the tensor 

8 (w,) * .7’W*T = 0 (w2) * .V’WIT (9) 
The potentfal energy of an elastic solid for dead external forces is written as 

where u is the displacement vector. Let us evaluate the increment in the potential 

energy upon communicating an additional displacement qw to the points to second 
order accuracy: 

Furthermore, integrating by parts, we obtain 
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follows from (2), (12) and the integration by parts formula. Let points of an elastic 
solid receive a small additional displacement w i under the effect of the additional 
forces kl and f,’ , 
ka, \a’ . 

and the displacement Ws under the effect of the system of forces 
A theorem on reciprocity of work of the additional forces on the additional 

displacements follows from (2). (9) 

jjj pklewsdz + jj flJewsdO = j j pk,sw,dz+ jj &w,dO @) 
VU 0 0 0 

The author is grateful to A. I. Lur’e for his attention to this research. 
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The general solution is obtained of the equilibrium equations in displacements 

for inhomogeneous isotropic media, whose elastic characteristics are different- 

iable functions of the Cartesian coordinates. It is shown that the components of 

the displacement vector in the three-dimensional problem of elasticity theory 
can always be expressed in terms of two functions which satisfy second and 
fourth order linear partial differential equations, respectively. 

Of the earlier research devoted to analogous problems, the paper [l] should 
first be noted in which an equation is derived for the Airy stress function in the 
two-dimensional problem of the theory of elasticity of an inhomogeneous medium. 
A general solution of the equilibrium equations in displacements is obtained in 
lJ2. 31 for the case of axisymmetric deformation of bodies of revolution whose 
elastic moduli vary exponentially as a function of the coordinate 2. A power- 
law change in the elastic modulus was investigated in [4] with primary attention 


